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The Defense Department's personnel and readiness office has lost its top official at a time when budget battles both 
inside and outside the Pentagon threaten to reshape pay, benefits= and family programs that have defined military 
life for decades. 
 
The abrupt resignation of Clifford Stanley, undersecretary of personnel and readiness, in October leaves the office 
stricken with bureaucratic squabbles, lacking a permanent leader and hampered in its ability to support troops at a 
critical time, according to current and former DoD officials, most of whom spoke on condition of anonymity. 
 
The P&R office also is in the midst of a sweeping review of military compensation that is considering changes to the 
20- year military retirement system, Tricare and many popular benefits like tuition assistance for active-duty troops. 
Officials say Stanley resigned voluntarily, yet he leaves amid a spate of Pentagon inspector general investigations 
into his management of money and staff. 
 
Among other things, he was accused of diverting funds meant for wounded warrior support to pay for a lavish 
renovation of a Pentagon conference room and poorly managing the staff of career civil servants that helps run the 
office overseeing programs comprising more than half of the Pentagon's annual $550 billion base budget. 
Stanley declined to comment, said Cynthia Smith, a Pentagon spokeswoman. Doug Wilson, assistant secretary of 
defense for public affairs, said Stanley resigned because he felt he had "arrived at a point where the next steps could 
be carried out most effectively by a successor." But one former Pentagon personnel official said the timing of 
Stanley's departure couldn't be much worse. 
 
"You want someone who a secretary of defense is going to look confidently to for advice about some of these thorny 
personnel issues. It's a critical period ahead, and it's going to be hard to get somebody" to fill the position, the former 
official said. 
 
The job will be temporarily filled by Stanley's deputy, Jo Ann Rooney, a tax attorney and former university 
administrator whom Stanley hired in June. She had no experience with the military before coming to the P&R 
office. Perhaps underscoring the near-term challenges facing that office, Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said Nov. 2 
that Air Force Maj. Gen. John Hesterman III will be promoted to lieutenant general and serve as the military deputy 
for readiness. 
 
The P&R office has not had a senior-level flag officer on staff in recent years. Hesterman is the Air Force's assistant 
deputy chief of staff for operations, plans and requirements. His duties include formulating policy to support air, 
space, irregular warfare, counter proliferation, homeland security, weather and cyber operations. 
 
In the crosshairs 
Stanley's departure comes at a time when a wide range of once-sacrosanct pay and benefits programs are being seen 
as potential sources of federal budget savings. Panetta himself has repeatedly cited concerns that the programs 
overseen by the P&R office are becoming a primary target for budget cuts and reforms. And even the troops' 
staunchest allies on Capitol Hill are calling for a new round of cost-cutting. 
 
For example, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., recently suggested the Pentagon bar military retirees from signing up for 
Tricare Prime, the least expensive Tricare option. Other proposals floating around Washington include: Replacing 
the 20-year military retirement system with a defined contribution plan similar to a 401(k); cutting funds for tuition 
assistance; combining commissaries and exchanges; shrinking the DoD school system for military children; 
redefining the role of reservists and giving them a larger role in global operations. 
 
The P&R office also must deal with complex questions about retention policies underpinning a planned reduction of 
at least 70,000 active-duty troops, and help top Pentagon officials deal with a lawsuit over extending benefits to 
same-sex couples. 
 
"They need someone in this job who can hit the ground running," said Fred Pang, a former Pentagon personnel chief 
who left office in 1997. 



That won't be easy, since filling the position requires White House appointment and Senate approval. 
The internal strife may not end with Stanley's departure; several of his key allies remain in the P&R office, and Pang 
said the ongoing inspector general probes will hang over the office until they are resolved. 
 
"Because the allegations also relate to some of the people Stanley brought in, the IG needs to bring the investigation 
to a proper closure as promptly as possible — either verify or dispel the allegations," Pang said. "If not, whoever is 
there is hobbled." 
 
Mounting problems 
The main policy change Stanley oversaw during his tenure was repeal of the "don't ask, don't tell" prohibitions on 
open service by gays that was finalized in September. But Stanley's office has faced criticism on a number of other 
fronts. 
 
For example, during his tenure, waiting times for troops seeking medical evaluation under a new disability system 
lengthened from 295 days in early 2010 to 394 days in May 2011, despite an effort to reduce the waiting times. And 
one lawmaker criticized his office for being slow to respond to the problem of military suicide, specifically calls 
from a congressional task force for Stanley to create an office to coordinate roughly 900 suicide prevention 
programs across the force, many of them operating independently on individual bases. That recommendation came 
in August 2010, yet the effort remains in its early stages. 
 
In addition, the P&R office has had limited involvement in many key Pentagon initiatives. The DoD comptroller has 
taken a lead role on reforming health care and active-duty compensation, according to one IG complaint.  
 
Similarly, the Pentagon's office of Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation, which usually focuses on acquisition 
and hardware, is reviewing the personnel costs of the reserve components and posing strategic questions that could 
impact the future force mix of active and reserve troops. 
 
Battles and rivalries 
According to current and former officials, Stanley's departure caps a tenure of bureaucratic battles and internal 
rivalries. He arrived in February 2010 and found the office filled with longtime civil servants whom he believed 
were resistant to change. Stanley set out to change that, but alienated colleagues in the process, officials said. He 
forced out several longtime civilians, fueling tension between his inner circle of advisers and the old guard of civil 
servants, current and former officials said. 
 
Several of those longtime civilians said in interviews that Stanley provided no priorities or guidance and refused to 
communicate with staff members on key issues. The IG complaints say Stanley pushed out people with vital 
knowledge and understanding of military personnel issues. Stanley's supporters said he demanded more from his 
people and noted he likely had the tacit support of then-Defense Secretary Robert Gates to shake up the P&R office. 
 
One civilian staffer who remains in the office said the people now in charge know little about service members, their 
families or the Defense Department. The directorate "is like an airplane without a pilot, and the people left at the 
controls are continuing to fly straight at the mountain," the staffer said. 


